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Abstract 

Global demand for silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), and their inevitable release into the 

environment, is rapidly increasing. AgNPs display antimicrobial properties and have 

previously been recorded to exert adverse effects upon marine phytoplankton. However, 

ecotoxicological research is often compromised by the use of non-ecologically relevant 

conditions, and the mechanisms of AgNP toxicity under environmental conditions remains 

unclear. To examine the impact of AgNPs on natural marine communities, a natural 

assemblage was exposed to citrate-stabilised AgNPs. Here, investigation confirmed that the 

marine dominant cyanobacteria Prochlorococcus is particularly sensitive to AgNP exposure. 

Whilst Prochlorococcus represents the most abundant photosynthetic organism on Earth and 

contributes significantly to global primary productivity, little ecotoxicological research has 

been carried out on this cyanobacterium. To address this, Prochlorococcus was exposed to 

citrate-stabilised AgNPs, as well as silver in its ionic form (Ag2SO4), under simulated natural 

conditions. Both AgNPs and ionic silver were observed to reduce Prochlorococcus 
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populations by over 90% at concentrations 10 g L
-1

, representing the upper limit of AgNP 

concentrations predicted in the environment (10 g L
-1

). Longer-term assessment revealed 

this to be a perturbation which was irreversible. Through use of quenching agents for 

superoxide and hydrogen peroxide, alongside incubations with ionic silver, it was revealed 

that AgNP toxicity likely arises from synergistic effects of toxic superoxide species 

generation and leaching of ionic silver. The extent of toxicity was strongly dependent on cell 

density, and completely mitigated in more cell-dense cultures. Hence, the calculation and 

reporting of the particle-to-cell ratio reveals that this parameter is effective for 

standardisation of experimental work, and allows for direct comparison between studies 

where cell density may vary. Given the key role that marine cyanobacteria play in global 

primary production and biogeochemical cycling, their higher susceptibility to AgNP exposure 

is a concern in hotspots of pollution. 

Keywords: Nanomaterial, Marine Pollution, Ecotoxicity, Oxidative stress, Marine 

phytoplankton, Prochlorococcus 

1. Introduction 

The fate and effects of engineered nanomaterials within the aquatic environment has become 

a subject of concern and focus of research in recent years.
1-4

 Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are 

present in approximately one quarter of commercially marketed nano-products, primarily 

because of their antibacterial properties.
5, 6

 This represents the fastest growing class of 

engineered nanomaterials used for commercial purposes.
7
 Global production of AgNPs is 

currently over 800 metric tonnes per annum
8
 and is predicted to rise.

9
 The surfaces of AgNPs 

can be altered to control the release of ionic Ag
+
, thought to be primarily responsible for their 

antibacterial properties.
10

 Citrate-stabilised AgNPs represent the most widely used silver 

colloids for research and commercial purposes.
11-14

 The widespread use of AgNPs and the 

significant increase in production of consumer goods utilising nanosized Ag, has increased 
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the likelihood of these particles entering the aquatic environment, either through accidental 

release, leaching of AgNP-treated surfaces or in wastewater discharge.
15, 16

 For example, 

leaching of AgNPs from outdoor paints has been recorded at concentrations up to 145 g L
-1 

in runoff events, with 30% total loss of AgNPs over the course of one year.
16

 Environmental 

sampling of nanoparticles remains challenging
17

 and uncertainties exist in the concentrations 

of engineered nanomaterials predicted in the environment.
18

 Therefore, little evidence exists 

for the exact concentration of AgNPs within aquatic ecosystems.
19

 Current values for surface 

waters vary according to their proximity to polluting sources and, hence, predicted AgNP 

concentrations range from those in the ng L
-1

 range, up to 10 g L
-1

.
19

 Due to water fluxes, 

oceans represent the ultimate sink for these materials. 

 

Approximately one-half of global primary production is carried out by marine phototrophic 

microorganisms
20, 21

 and, hence, the effect of AgNPs on these organisms is of uttermost 

relevance. However, relatively little evidence exists for the effects of AgNPs upon marine 

microbial species compared to those from freshwater.
22

 Growth inhibition following AgNP 

exposure has been previously recorded in a number of marine photosynthetic species (e.g. 

diatoms,
23-29

 green microalgae,
25, 30-33

 marine raphidophytes,
34

 and cyanobacteria
23

). Here, 

AgNPs appear to exert adverse effects upon phytoplankton in a species- and material-specific 

manner.
25, 26, 32

 Typically, ecotoxicological endpoints (i.e. EC50 and IC50) are recorded in the 

AgNP range of 24.3 g L
-1

 to 25.77 mg L
-1

, dependent on the model species and specific 

AgNPs used.
24-27, 29, 32 

Often toxic effects are attributed to oxidative stress and damage to cell 

walls or membranes due to the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or release of 

toxic silver ions.
10, 35

 Disruption to photosynthetic processes have also been recorded, such as 

a decrease in chlorophyll- content,
29, 33

 and interference of photosystem-II electron 

transport.
26, 31

 However, it appears that in most studies, high cell-dense, rich-nutrient cultures 
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are used for experimentation with a potential loss of environmental significance. As a result, 

the exact antimicrobial action of AgNPs under environmentally-relevant conditions remains 

unclear.
36

 

 

Here, we provide new evidence for the toxicity of citrate-stabilised AgNPs on natural 

phytoplankton communities and show how the marine cyanobacteria Prochlorococcus, 

numerically the most abundant phototrophic organism on Earth and major contributor of 

primary production in oligotrophic oceans,
37, 38

 experiences the strongest detrimental effect 

recorded during community exposure to AgNPs. Using the model Prochlorococcus strain 

MED4 grown under environmentally-relevant conditions (i.e. at environmentally-relevant 

cell densities in natural oligotrophic seawater) we show for the first time that the toxicity and 

ability of populations to recover from short-term stress caused by AgNP exposure is largely 

dependent on cell density, a feature often overlooked in ecotoxicological studies upon 

microbial organisms. The calculation of the particles-to-cell (NPs cell
-1

) ratio at the beginning 

of exposures (T0) is presented as an effective tool to account for any variations in cell density, 

and correctly assess AgNP toxicity. Where appropriate, we promote the consideration of this 

particles-to-cell value in future research within the field of nano-ecotoxicology. Novel insight 

into the influence of oxidative stress upon AgNP toxicity under natural conditions is 

provided, showing that superoxide (SOx) generation, as well as leached ionic silver, plays a 

key role in Prochlorococcus’ susceptibility to AgNPs. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

 

2.1 Materials 
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Research-grade materials were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, for material-specific purities 

please see specific sections. Glassware used for experimentation was acid-washed and rinsed 

in ultrapure Milli-Q water prior to their use.  

 

2.2 Natural marine community exposure to AgNPs 

 

Surface seawater (SW) containing its full natural microbial community was obtained from 

Mallorca, Spain (39°29'37.9"N 2°44'23.4"E, 6th January 2017). 10 mL of SW was incubated 

in 50 mL tissue culture flasks and exposed in triplicate to a mixed population of laboratory-

synthesised citrate-stabilised AgNPs (22.03.3 nm (spheres), 51.214.9 nm (rods, length) at 

0, 1 and 500 g L
-1

. AgNPs were prepared by the reduction of silver nitrate (>99% purity, 

Sigma Aldrich) by trisodium citrate (>99% purity, Sigma Aldrich) and sodium borohydride 

(>99% purity, Sigma Aldrich), as previous
39

 (full synthesis and characterisation data can be 

found in SI.1, Figures SI.1 and SI.2). Flasks were incubated at ambient seawater temperature 

(18 °C) at a light intensity of 10 μmol photons m
−2

 s
−1

 and light:dark cycles of 14:10 h. 

Phytoplankton communities were monitored by flow cytometry (BD Fortessa) at days 1, 5 

and 8, using their distinctive autofluorescence and size to gate the different phototrophic 

populations (see section SI.3 for details). 

 

2.3 Behaviour and dissolution of AgNPs within natural seawater 

 

Natural SW (station L4, Plymouth, 50°15.0'N; 4°13.0'W) for use in AgNP behaviour and 

dissolution experiments was prepared by autoclave (20 mins, 120°C), and subsequently 

filtered through a 0.22 µm Polyethersulfone membrane (Corning®). 
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a) AgNP behaviour 

In order to examine behaviour of AgNPs in natural SW, as prepared above, AgNPs (citrate-

stabilised spheres, Sigma Aldrich, 20.43.9 nm) were added to 20 mL natural SW at a test 

concentration of 1 mg L
-1

 and maintained at room temperature for a period of 72 h under 

shaking (100 rpm). At defined timepoints (0, 0.5, 2, 4, 24, 48 and 72 h) a 200 L subsample 

was collected from the mid-point of flasks and analysed using Dynamic Light Scattering 

(DLS) using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano. For each sample, data was collected as the average of 

3 measurements made up of 11 readings, each lasting 10 seconds. To assess aggregation of 

AgNPs, the alteration in z-average size (d.nm) was recorded at each timepoint. An 

observation of the mean count rate (kcps) provided insight into the extent of AgNP 

precipitation out of the water column. The test concentration of 1 mg L
-1

 was selected based 

on preliminary investigation, which revealed this to be the lowest detectable AgNP 

concentration for reliable data acquisition. 

 

b) AgNP dissolution 

For monitoring of the dissolution of ionic Ag from AgNPs during the timescale of toxicity 

testing, AgNP suspensions were made up in 100 mL natural SW, as prepared above, in tissue 

culture flasks to produce concentrations of 0, 10, 50 and 250 g L
-1

 (n=3). Flasks were 

maintained under the experimental conditions described above whilst being shaken at 100 

rpm. At defined timepoints (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 24, 48, 72, 168 and 240 h), a 5 mL sub-sample was 

collected from each flask. To ensure AgNPs were effectively removed, ultrafiltration via 

centrifugation using a Macrosep Advance Centrifugal Device with 10K Omega Membrane 

(Pall Laboratory, approximate pore size 2.9 nm) was carried out, as done previously.
24

 

Subsequently, filtered natural SW samples were transferred to a new 15 mL falcon tube and 

stored at -20C. Prior to analysis, samples, including controls, were thawed at room 
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temperature and acid-digested by nitric acid (70% HNO3, Sigma Aldrich) under heating, to 

remove particulate material and ensure all AgNPs were converted to their ionic form. To 

remove excess salt, samples were diluted 100x in ultrapure water obtained from a Millipore 

Milli-Q machine fitted with a 0.22 m filter operated at 18.2 MΩ at 298 K. Following this, 

ionic silver content was measured against an internal metal ion standard (100 mg L
-1

 in 5% 

HNO3) by inductively coupled atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) using a Varian 720-

ES ICP-AES. 

 

2.4 Prochlorococcus culture exposure to AgNPs 

 

Axenic Prochlorococcus sp. MED4 was routinely grown using Pro99 media.
40

 Prior to 

AgNPs exposure, Prochlorococcus was preadapted to environmentally-relevant conditions by 

inoculating cells in natural SW (obtained from station L4, Plymouth, 50°15.0'N; 4°13.0'W; 

filtered through a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone membrane (Corning®) to eliminate particulate 

organic carbon and further autoclaved for sterility). Prochlorococcus was added at close-to-

ambient cell densities (i.e. 10
4
-10

5
 cells mL

-1
)
41

 and incubated for 72 h under optimal 

conditions (i.e. 23 C at constant 10 μmol photons m
−2

 s
−1

 light intensity using a Lifelite 

full spectrum bulb, with 100 rpm shaking). After 72 h, 30 mL of preadapted Prochlorococcus 

cultures were transferred to 50 mL tissue culture flasks (n=3) and spiked with AgNPs 

(citrate-stabilised spheres, Sigma Aldrich, 20.43.9 nm) at final concentrations of 0, 5, 10, 25 

and 50 g L
-1

 as determined by preliminary screening tests (see section SI.2 and Figure SI.3). 

Cultures were incubated under optimal conditions and monitored by flow cytometry after 0, 

6, 24, 48 and 72 h. The particles-to-cell ratio (NPs cell
-1

) at T0 was calculated by estimating 

the number of NPs mL
-1

 based on the mass and density of nanoparticles,
42, 43

 and dividing 

this value by the cyanobacterial cell density recorded by flow cytometry (see section SI.5). 
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Longer incubations (i.e. 10 days) were set up in both natural SW (~3 x 10
4
 Prochlorococcus 

cell mL
-1

) and nutrient-rich Pro99 medium (~1.8 x 10
6
 Prochlorococcus cell mL

-1
) to 

evaluate the ability of cultures to recover after initial stress. AgNPs were spiked at final 

concentrations of 0, 1, 10, 25, 50, 250 g L
-1

 and cultures were monitored over time by flow 

cytometry (i.e. 0, 24, 48, 72, 96 and 240 h). 

 

 

2.5 Prochlorococcus culture expose to dissolved Ag 

 

Cultures of axenic Prochlorococcus sp. MED4 were prepared as described above and 

exposed to Ag2SO4 (>99% purity, Sigma Aldrich) under identical experimental conditions 

following 72 h pre-adaptation. Test concentrations of 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25 and 50 g L
-1

 

total Ag (n=3) were established and cyanobacterial populations monitored by flow cytometry, 

as previous at defined timepoints (0, 6, 24, 48 and 72 h). 

 

2.6 Role of reactive oxygen species in the toxicity of AgNPs on Prochlorococcus 

 

Prochlorococcus sp. MED4 was exposed to AgNPs at a concentration of 50 g L
-1

 under 

environmentally-relevant conditions (i.e. ~10
4
-10

5
 cells mL

-1
 in natural SW) and 

supplemented with sodium pyruvate, a quencher of hydrogen peroxide
44

; added at 0, 40 and 

60 mM (>99% purity, Sigma Aldrich) or superoxide dismutase (SOD; a quencher for SOx; 

added at 250 U mL
-1

, Sigma Aldrich) during two individual experiments. Cultures were 

incubated under optimal conditions (see above) for 24 h and cell density was monitored by 

flow cytometry.  
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2.7 Statistical analysis 

 

For all individual exposures cell density was presented as the mean  standard error (n=3). 

Any statistical variations between control and treated cultures were identified by means of 

two-way T-tests at each timepoint (p0.05). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Effect of AgNP exposure on natural marine phytoplankton communities 

 

Previous studies have revealed the ability of AgNPs to alter marine microbial communities, 

reducing bacterial growth and diversity.
45, 46

 In particular, photosynthetic microorganisms 

such as cyanobacteria and diatoms display enhanced sensitivity to AgNPs at concentrations 

as low as 0.2-2 g L
-1

.
47, 48

 To examine the effects of AgNP exposure upon marine 

phototrophs, natural SW was incubated for a period of 8 days with citrate-stabilized AgNPs 

at 1 and 500 g L
-1

. These concentrations were selected to represent predicted environmental 

and supra-environmental concentrations respectively. A clear reduction of the photosynthetic 

community as a result of AgNP exposure was observed even at the lowest concentration (i.e. 

1 g L
-1

; ~50% cell number decline; Fig 1). This decline was primarily driven by the 

decrease in abundance of the cyanobacterial community in accordance with previous studies 

carried out with natural SW.
47, 48

 Here, cyanobacterial decline was mainly of 

Prochlorococcus, displaying 67% and 91% decline in cell numbers at the end of the 8 day 

incubation in presence of 1 and 500 g L
-1

 of AgNPs, respectively (Fig 1). In contrast, little 

or no effect was observed in other photrotrophic groups (i.e. pico-eukaryotic or 

Synechococcus) when exposed to the lowest concentration of AgNPs (1 g L
-1

). However, at 
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higher AgNPs concentrations (500 g L
-1

), a cell decline of 57%, 73% and 33% compared to 

the untreated control was recorded in pico-eukaryotes, and Synechococcus subgroups SYN-I 

and SYN-II, respectively (Fig 1). AgNPs are believed to exert toxicity primarily via the 

release of toxic silver ions into media and that other modes of AgNP toxicity are neglible.
49

 

Dissolution of ionic silver from AgNPs within saline media has been reported, and occurs at 

an increased rate compared to freshwater.
24, 27, 30

 Silver ions may be released by AgNPs via 

processes of desorption or oxidation, where the latter produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

as a result.
50, 51

 Tsiola et al. suggest that the greater sensitivity displayed by marine 

cyanobacteria is attributed to the increased affinity of AgNPs to sulfur groups present in the 

cell wall of cyanobacterial cells,
48

 thus driving increased interaction between cells and 

particles by generating silver ions and ROS in close proximity of these organisms. This 

causing disruption to membrane permeability and deactivation of enzymes, resulting in lysis 

and cell death.
52

 The higher toxicity on Prochlorococcus observed here may also be caused 

by the particularly higher susceptible of this genus to oxidative stress due to the lack of 

mechanisms for quenching ROS.
53

  

 

 

3.2 Behaviour and dissolution of AgNPs in natural seawater 

 

We investigated the behaviour of AgNPs upon entry in natural seawater to help understand 

how these materials may interact with marine microorganisms and exert their toxic effects. 

We found that currently available techniques do not provide reliable measurements at the 

concentrations assayed in this study and discuss these results in the context of higher AgNP 

concentrations and available literature. 
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a) Aggregation behaviour of AgNPs 

 

The fate and behaviour of nanomaterials within the environment is believed to greatly 

influence their bioavailability and interaction with biota.
54, 55

 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

was utilised to observe the behaviour of AgNPs upon their entry into natural SW. Previously, 

the aggregation of AgNPs within saline media has been recorded but is often altered by use 

of nutrient-rich media.
24, 26, 30, 31

 As such, natural SW was utilised in this study to maximise 

environmental relevance. Here, the aggregation of AgNPs was observed to occur 

immediately upon entry into natural SW (i.e. DLS z-average size of 122.2±55.2 d.nm), 

increasing to 271.2±121.6 d.nm after 30 minutes (Table 1 and Suppl. Figure SI.4A, section 

SI.4), as compared to the initial 36.9 d.nm of the AgNP stock prior to addition to SW. This 

confirms that AgNPs aggregate following their addition to natural SW. Over the subsequent 

48 h, z-average size continued to increase, reaching a maximum value of 964±104.5 d.nm. 

The high variability recorded in z-average size throughout the experiment highlights the large 

range in AgNP aggregate sizes that are generated once introduced into natural SW. However 

due to limitations of analytical techniques,
55

 particularly DLS, only concentrations far 

exceeding those predicted in the environment could be effectively analysed. Studies typically 

examine AgNP behaviour by utilising concentrations in the range 1-100 mg L
-1

.
24, 26, 30, 31

 We 

identified 1 mg L
-1

 as the minimum concentration that allowed effective data acquisition 

throughout the 72 h test period which represents 100-fold those predicted in the 

environment
19

 and that were used in our experiments (see below). Therefore, whilst the 

potential for AgNPs to aggregate in the marine environment exists, the decreased encounter 

rate between individual AgNPs caused by dilution in the environment (i.e. <10 g L
-1

) is 

likely to cause a considerably reduced aggregation rate under environmentally-relevant 

concentrations.
56, 57

 As such, the true fate and behaviour of AgNPs at environmental 
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concentrations remains uncertain. Interestingly, despite observed AgNP aggregation, 

examination of the mean count rate revealed that AgNPs and aggregates remained suspended 

in the water throughout the experiment (see Figure SI.4B, section SI.4) with negligible 

sedimentation of AgNPs as previously recorded.
58

 Therefore, AgNPs under environmentally-

relevant concentrations will remain bioavailable to planktonic species and other marine biota.  

 

b) Dissolution of ionic silver from AgNPs in natural seawater 

 

The release of ionic silver from AgNPs within saline media via dissolution has been widely 

reported, although only at high concentrations.
24, 27, 30

 Despite ICP-AES analyses have been 

utilised for trace metal analyses in seawater in the ppb to ppm the range,
60, 61

 the release of 

ionic silver from AgNPs at the concentration range utilised in this study (i.e. 0-250 g L
-1

) 

was below the technique’s limit of detection. However, previous work examining citrate-

stabilised AgNP dissolution (10 mg L
-1

) revealed the process to be slow.
59

 Hence, the slow 

dissolution rate of ionic silver together with the requirement to dilute seawater samples to 

remove salts prior to analysis, explain why nanoparticle behaviour is typically carried out at 

relatively high concentrations, way higher than those found in the environment. Such 

limitations highlight the uncertainty surrounding the mechanisms of AgNP toxicity under 

environmental conditions.  

 

The rate of silver ion dissolution was described by Jin et al. (2010) as a ‘continuous state of 

flux’, dependent on particle size, surface characterization, as well as chemical and biological 

characteristics of experimental media.
36, 62

 Generally, dissolution of AgNPs has been 

recorded to be higher in saline water versus freshwater by 20-fold.
24, 27, 30, 63

 The increased 

rate of dissolution in marine water has been attributed to the higher concentration of NaCl 
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providing chloride to catalyze the release of silver ions from the particle surface.
27

 However, 

despite this increase in dissolution, the specific Ag species formed vary in abundance within 

freshwater and seawater.
27

 Sendra et al. (2017) recorded that in freshwater, release of free 

Ag
+
 can be up to four orders of magnitude above marine.

27
 In contrast, colloidal AgCl species 

dominate ionic silver release into seawater, making up to 99% of dissolved silver content.
24, 

27, 51
 Therefore, the larger amounts of free Ag

+
 in freshwater in comparison to marine water is 

thought to account for the increased toxicity of AgNPs recorded in freshwater, leading 

researchers to conclude that AgNP release into seawater results in increased dissolution of 

less toxic Ag species.
24, 27

 The behaviour and transformation of AgNPs within the 

environment will influence this mechanism greatly and, hence, new methods to accurately 

examine nanoparticle behaviour under environmental conditions are required.
64

 

 

 

3.3 Toxicity of AgNPs on Prochlorococcus: particles-to-cell ratio matters 

 

Based on the high susceptibility of Prochlorococcus to AgNPs observed in the natural 

community analysis, the strain Prochlorococcus sp. MED4 was selected as a model for 

further laboratory investigation. Experiments were performed mimicking natural 

environmental conditions (i.e. 10
4
-10

5
 cells mL

-1
 in natural SW)

21
 to reduce misleading 

results caused by high cell density or particle alteration when exposed to enriched media.
65

 

Flow cytometric analysis was utilised to monitor cyanobacterial population density following 

AgNP exposure. Here, given that dead Prochlorococcus cells rapidly lose fluorescence,
66, 67

 

any observed reduction in cell counts by flow cytometry would indicate a loss of the living 

population. A detrimental effect on Prochlorococcus sp. MED4 was recorded at AgNP 

concentrations 10 g L
-1

 (Fig 2 A-B), observing a significant population decrease by up to 
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96% following 72 h exposure (two-way T-test, p0.05). Cell decline was rapid and clear after 

only 24 h of exposure to AgNP. Cultured cyanobacteria appeared more resilient than 

Prochlorococcus’ natural populations, which suffered a considerable decline at lower AgNP 

concentrations (i.e. 1 g L
-1

; Fig 1). Therefore, while AgNPs has the potential to exert an 

adverse effect upon natural cyanobacterial populations, this is likely to occur only in hotspots 

of AgNP polluted areas where concentrations of these materials reach toxic levels (>1 g L-1 

AgNPs). However, the decline in the phototrophic community in these areas may result in a 

reduction in primary productivity, with adverse effects upon the surrounding local ecosystem. 

 

Noteworthy, toxicity appeared to differ with varying cell densities, with negative effects of 

AgNP exposure mitigated by higher cell numbers (Fig 2 A-C). Indeed, no negative effect of 

AgNP exposure was observed in the most cell-dense culture even at concentrations of 50 g 

L
-1

 (Fig 2 C). The effect of varying cell density upon nanomaterial toxicity is a feature that is 

yet to be investigated in detail, but is one that is likely to vary between studies and 

experimental runs. As such, variations in the response observed by organisms due to differing 

cell density are likely to affect the generation of key ecotoxicological endpoints. Whilst a 

concentration gradient is typically utilised to investigate the toxicity of a particular substance 

(i.e. EC50); in the case of nanomaterials this concentration can be considered as the number of 

particles per volume or per cell, as previously suggested by Metzler et al. and Unciti-Broceta 

et al.
43, 68

 However, the use of this parameter is not enforced, resulting in the impossibility to 

compare studies that use cultures with different cell densities. To aid our understanding of the 

relationship between AgNP toxicity and cell density, the estimated number of particles-per-

cell (NPs cell
-1

) added at the start of each experiment (including those performed with higher 

cell densities in enriched seawater, i.e. Pro99 medium) was plotted against the percentage 

change in cell density after 72 h exposure (Fig 2D and Supplementary Table SI.2). 
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Interestingly, a strong decline in population was only observed when >1,000 NPs cell
-1

 was 

applied, regardless of media type or initial cell concentration (Fig 2D). This explains the 

variability in response observed in Fig 2 A-C. It is proposed here that the build-up of ionic 

silver and associated release of ROS by AgNPs, described below, can be mitigated by denser 

cell cultures but may become unbearable at a certain threshold. This is particularly damaging 

to Prochlorococcus which lacks appropriate defence mechanisms. Upon consideration of the 

ambient cell density of microbes in the marine environment (~10
6
 cells mL

-1
)
69

 and upper 

limit of AgNPs predicted (10 g L
-1

),
19

 we are able to estimate a likely maximum 

environmental NP-cell ratio of 230 NPs cell
-1

. While this value is well below the 1000 NPs 

cell
-1 

threshold we report for Prochlorococcus sp. MED4, it may be toxic for natural 

populations. Nevertheless, in-line with comments above, the current environmental risk of 

AgNPs appears low and limited to hotspots of AgNP pollution. 

 

It can be argued that altered nanoparticle behaviour within experimental media is likely to 

reduce accuracy of the NPs cell
-1

 ratio calculation. Above, we have shown that there is a 

potential for AgNPs to aggregate in natural SW (see section 3.2), thus lowering the effective 

particle number in suspension during exposure. However, aggregation of AgNPs has only 

been recorded at concentrations far exceeding those predicted in the environment. We believe 

that such aggregation will be considerably reduced at the concentrations utilised in this study 

and predicted in the environment, due to lowered rate of encounter between nanoparticles. 

Additionally, given that AgNP aggregates were observed to remain in suspension, it is likely 

that at the low concentration of AgNPs will remain bioavailable in the water column exerting 

a detrimental effect on marine plankton, as recorded in this study. However, it must be noted 

that due to the non-defined nature of natural marine seawater, specific water chemistry, 

dissolved organic matter,
70

 and particulate content of seawater will vary and influence 
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differently the fate and behaviour of AgNPs
71

. Hence, despite we account for this by using 

natural oligotrophic seawater, the impact of such environmental variables must be assessed in 

future work.  

 

Whilst the NP cell
-1

 ratio is likely to vary throughout experimental exposure due to 

alterations in AgNP behaviour and microbial cell decline, through its application during 

experimental design, any alteration in cell density shown to cause variation in organismal 

response is accounted for. Standardisation and direct comparison between studies and 

experimental replicates is possible as a result. As such, utilisation of this parameter during 

experimental design proves an effective tool for nano-ecotoxicological investigation upon 

microbial species.  

3.4 Ability of Prochlorococcus to overcome AgNP stress in long-term exposures 

It is expected that upon entry into the aquatic environment, AgNPs are likely to persist for   

the medium term (i.e. months), with the rate of dissolution dependent on the size and 

physicochemical properties of particles.
50, 62

 Hence, we assessed if Prochlorococcus could 

overcome the early stress observed within the 72 h exposure over longer incubation periods 

(i.e. 10 days) in both natural oligotrophic and enriched seawater. As expected, AgNPs 

(1,000 NPs cell
-1

) produced a strong decrease in the cyanobacterial population in natural 

SW from which it did not recover (Fig 3). This response was also observed in higher cell-

dense cultures in enriched medium, in which populations did not recover following exposure 

to concentrations >1000 NPs cell
-1 

(see section SI.6, Figure SI.5). This demonstrates the 

inability of Prochlorococcus to recover from AgNP-stress and highlights the long-term 

consequences of such a population decline in areas where AgNP contamination remains high. 

As a consequence, natural endemic populations are likely to be replaced by other more-

resistant species changing community dynamics in polluted areas. 
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3.5 Mechanisms of AgNP toxicity: Superoxide, but not hydrogen peroxide, drives AgNP 

toxicity on marine cyanobacteria 

 

Despite being an oxygenic photosynthetic organism, Prochlorococcus surprisingly lacks 

mechanisms to effectively quench ROS and is particularly susceptible to oxidative stress.
53, 72, 

73
 While it lacks catalase to deal with hydrogen peroxide, it does possess a nickel-dependent 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) essential for the detoxification of SOx.
37, 74

 AgNPs are known to 

release ROS into the media as a result of oxidation, and exacerbate cell stress.
51, 75

 In order to 

provide insight into the role that ROS plays in the toxicity, Prochlorococcus sp. MED4 was 

incubated with  AgNPs in the presence of the H2O2- or SOx-quenching agents pyruvate
44

 and 

SOD, respectively. The test concentration of 50 g L
-1 

was selected based on evidence of 

significant cell decline being recorded in previous experimentation. Given that H2O2 is 

particularly damaging to Prochlorococcus,
76

 experiments were first carried out with 

pyruvate. However, no impact of H2O2-quenching was recorded, and cell density represented 

approximately 20-23% of Prochlorococcus populations present in control cultures after 24 h. 

Following this, focus was placed upon SOx. Interestingly, the addition of SOD mitigated the 

toxicity of AgNPs up to >50% on this relevant marine cyanobacterium (Fig 4), suggesting 

that SOx species is a key driver of toxicity in this system. Other ROS such as hydroxyl 

radical and singlet oxygen may also play a role, but their high reactivity, extremely short 

half-life in seawater,
44

 and results shown here, suggest these may not be as important. 

Although, SOx too has a relatively short half-life,
60

 the dissolution of AgNPs in the 

environment is believed to continue for as long as oxygen is available
10, 14, 77

 providing a 

continued SOx production in the local environment through the process of oxidation. SOx is 

believed to be unable to pass through the cell membrane, therefore SOx produced by AgNP 

oxidation are likely to interact with the membrane or cell surface.
44

 Previous research has 
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also shown that SOx is the most abundant ROS generated intracellularly when bacteria are 

exposed to AgNPs
78

 and, hence, we confirm that this ROS species plays a critical role in 

driving the antimicrobial action of AgNPs under environmental conditions. This finding also 

explains the reduced toxicity of AgNPs in cell-dense cultures. The collective production of 

SOD at a specific cell-to-nanoparticle threshold may counteract the rate at which SOx is 

produced allowing the culture to overcome ROS toxicity. 

3.6 Toxicity of dissolved silver on marine cyanobacteria 

The antimicrobial action of dissolved silver is widely acknowledged.
49 

Whilst we were 

unable to detect ionic silver during ICP analyses under the concentrations tested (section 

3.2b), silver ions are likely to be released by citrate-stabilised AgNPs as recorded when using 

higher concentrations (1-100 g L
-1

).
24

 Prochlorococcus cultures were exposed to dissolved 

silver (Ag2SO4; Fig S1.6) to determine the toxicity of trace levels of silver leached from 

AgNPs and that become bioavailable to Prochlorococcus during exposure. The impact of 

dissolved silver upon Prochlorococcus was remarkably similar to that recorded in earlier 

experimentation with AgNPs (section 3.3; Fig 2). Following 72 h incubation, 

Prochlorococcus experienced significant cell decline in response to Ag concentrations  10 

g L
-1

, resulting in declines of 71.7-95.3% in response to 10-50 g L
-1 

(two-way T-test, 

p0.05; Fig S1.6). Dissolved silver produced much slower cell declines, requiring 48 h for 

population depletion as opposed to 24 h needed when exposed to AgNPs. Interestingly, no 

adverse effect of exposure was recorded at lower concentrations (0.5-5 g L
-1

), indicating 

little effect of trace Ag levels on this cyanobacterium. Given that similar extents of toxicity 

are recorded in dissolved silver treatments –where all bioavailable silver is in a dissolved 

form– and in AgNP treatments –where it is not– it appears that both SOx generation and 

leached silver from nanoparticles drives AgNP toxicity. This result confirms that the 

remaining decline of Prochlorococcus recorded in cultures where SOD was present (Fig 4) 
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may be attributed to the synergistic adverse effect of any remaining SOx species and toxic 

silver species released from AgNPs. This interaction is likely to occur in close proximity to 

cyanobacterial cells due to high affinity between AgNPs and the cyanobacterial cell 

membrane,
48

 resulting in localised release of SOx and ionic silver through oxidative 

processes. Here, SOx and toxic silver species are likely to disrupt enzymatic processes and 

induce membrane instability, resulting in cell lysis and death.  

4. Conclusions 

Under environmentally-relevant conditions citrate-stabilised AgNPs exert a toxic response 

upon marine phytoplankton, being the dominant cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus mostly 

affected. Given Prochlorococcus’ contribution to global primary production, any negative 

effect exerted upon this relevant phytoplanktonic group is likely to affect local ecosystems as 

a whole due to a decrease in primary productivity or replacement by other more-resistant 

photosynthetic organisms, disrupting natural marine food chains. However, given current 

predictions of environmental AgNP concentrations, such adverse effects are likely only to 

occur at a local level in highly polluted areas. Further investigation into determining accurate 

field concentrations of AgNPs will aid in effectively evaluating their risk in natural 

environments. Our findings also revealed that the extent of toxicity was highly dependent on 

cell density and, hence, future ecotoxicological research with microbial species may need to 

consider assaying nanoparticles at environmentally-relevant concentrations to achieve useful 

and informative conclusions. Here, the use of the particle-to-cell ratio (NPs cell
-1

) is 

presented as an effective parameter to standardize nano-ecotoxicological studies and 

experimental replicates where cell densities may vary, and is recommended for future work 

with research-grade nanomaterials. Subsequent investigation into the mechanisms of AgNP 

toxicity provided an explanation to this particle-to-cell dependency. We showed that ionic 

silver was not solely responsible for the cell decline recorded in Prochlorococcus and, rather, 
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SOx is a key driver of AgNP toxicity. Thus, above a particular particle-to-cell ratio (i.e. 

>1,000 AgNPs cell
-1

) the population of Prochlorococcus is unable to collectively mitigate the 

build-up of toxic SOx species though the production of SOD, at which point a clear crash in 

the population is observed. In future, it will be important to consider the impact of AgNPs 

upon the entire marine microbial community, and assess whether the community-wide 

response is sufficient to overcome any negative impact of AgNP exposure. 
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Table 1. Z-average size (d.nm) of AgNPs (1 mg L
-1

) suspended in natural seawater for a 

period of 72 h as measured by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). 

Time (h) z-average size 

(d.nm) 

0 122.18 ± 55.15 

0.5 271.21 ± 121.56 

2 379.59 ± 159.39 

4 532.28 ± 170.53 

24 826.39 ± 106.49 

48 964.00 ± 104.96 

72 818.96 ± 125.50 

 

 

Figure 1. Effect of AgNPs (1 and 500 g L
-1

) upon natural communities of marine 

phytoplankton. Phytoplanktonic groups are: Green - Prochlorococcus (PRO), Yellow – 

Synechococcus-I (SYN-I), Red – Synechococcus-II (SYN-II), Blue – Pico-eukaryotes (EUK). 

Data is presented as the mean of three biological replicates (n=3). 

 

Figure 2. AgNP toxicity on Prochlorococcus. Panels A-C display three independent 

incubation experiments of Prochlorococcus grown at varying cell densities when exposed to 

AgNPs (0, 5, 10, 25, 50 g L
-1

): A – 2.5 x 10
4
 cells mL

-1
, B – 1.3 x 10

5
 cells mL

-1
, C – 8.7 x 

10
5
 cells mL

-1
. Data points represent the mean  standard error of three biological replicates 

(n=3). Significant decreases in cell density due to AgNPs are indicated with crosses (two-way 

T-tests; p  0.05). Panel D represents the toxic effect of AgNPs on Prochlorococcus cultures 

after 72 h as a function of the nanoparticle-to-cell (NPs cell
-1

) ratio at T0. Red markers 

indicate where cell numbers had decreased >50% versus the control. Triangles indicate 
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cultures with a significant reduction in cells (two-way T-tests; p0.05). Full and empty 

markers represent experiments carried out in natural marine seawater and nutrient-rich media 

(i.e. Pro99), respectively.  

 

Figure 3. Long-term exposure (10-day) of Prochlorococcus to AgNPs (0, 1, 10, 25, 50, 250 

g L
-1

) under natural oligotrophic conditions. Data points represent the mean  standard error 

of three biological replicates (n=3). Significant decreases in cell density recorded in AgNP-

treated cultures are indicated by crosses (two-way T-tests; p  0.05).  
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Figure 4. Cell density of Prochlorococcus following 24 h growth when exposed to AgNPs 

(50 g L
-1

) in the presence of A – Pyruvate or B – Superoxide dismutase (SOD) as respective 

quenchers of hydrogen peroxide and SOx. Data represents the mean  standard error of three 

biological replicates (n=3). Cultures with a significant decrease in cell number due to AgNP 

toxicity are indicated with crosses (two-way T-tests; p  0.05). Concentrations of pyruvate 

used are indicated in panel A. Natural Sea Water (NSW) and SOD (250 U mL
-1

) is indicated 

in panel B. 
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Grahical abstract 

 

Highlights: 

 Amongst phytoplankton, Prochlorococcus displays highest sensitivity to AgNP 

 Superoxide as well as leached ionic silver appears to drive AgNP toxicity 

 Environmentally-relevant conditions show close to negligible toxicity on 

Prochlorococcus 

 Particle-to-cell ratio represents a key tool during nanoparticle ecotoxicity assessment 
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